CHAPTER ELEVEN

Nationalism and the making of dock labour in British-ruled Palestine

David De Vries

Introduction

The following chapter focuses on the period of the formation of dock labour in Palestine between the two World Wars. While before World War I there was a significant growth of demand for dock work and of a stratum of dock workers, it was only following the British conquest of Palestine, in 1917–1918, that this growth turned into a significant 'take-off' of port activity. Palestine's general economic development was more rapid than the development of the port's economy, a structural feature that in itself restrained more intensive sectoral economic growth. It reflected the character of pre-Mandatory Palestine as a focus of self-interested activity of the Great Powers, and that of international companies, the economic activity of which contributed only indirectly to local economic structural development. This, and the restraints on the development of foreign trade, determined the small number of port workers, and even the lack of a separate occupational category of the docker. We shall return to this important imperial contextualisation of dock labour later. The chapter ends with the outbreak of World War II, when an independent occupational category of the dockers was already in existence and various organisational structures among porters and stevedores had become well developed. However, while significant changes occurred during the war, and following the Arab-Jewish war in 1948 and the establishment of the state of Israel in the same year, the general patterns and characteristics of dock labour were determined before these political transformations. In the light of this emphasis on the two decades of the formative phase of dock labour, the following discussion focuses on a relatively small number of dockers in Palestine; and therefore a treatment of more than one port was in order.1

1 Sources in Hebrew are specified (H).

The formation of Palestine's dock labour is in fact a story of at least three ports, economically interconnected and mutually influenced by municipal and national politics. The first is the old shallow-water port of the largely Arab town of Jaffa, which began to be active during the early phases of the Ottoman period in the sixteenth century. While during the nineteenth century the port of Acre was more active than that of Jaffa, the latter became more important during the formative phase under discussion. The gradual decline of Acre from the end of the nineteenth century, was part and parcel of the rise in importance of the Jaffa port and the formation of commercial activity shared by Arab and Jewish merchants and contractors, and on incoming waves of Jewish and Arab immigration. These features turned the ports from an economic location, where dock labour experience was evolving, into highly politicised arenas of conflict.\(^6\)

In the 1950s a new phase in the history of port and dock labour began. It was exemplified in the intensive activity of the Israeli state and the development of the Haifa, Eilat and Ashdod ports. The focusing of the discussion on the port prior to these developments, and on an integrated treatment of three different port towns, only emphasises the close interrelations between dock labour on the one hand, and the political economy of Zionism and the Arab-Jewish conflict on the other.\(^6\)

Writing an integrated three-port chapter set particular problems, not only because of difficulties of comparison of different port towns, but also because of historiographical lacunae. The urban history of Palestine has not been written yet, and the story of the three port-towns under discussion, in particular, still awaits its historian. Moreover, the writing of the labour history of Palestine is currently in its initial stages. While some social-historical works have been published in recent years, most labour history has been either biographical, institutional or political.\(^6\)

This one-sided emphasis on the political history of Labour and on the Jewish Labour Movement (centered around a dominant political party, Mapai, and the politically-led workers’ organisation – the Histadrut), determined the paucity of studies on the social history of Arab and Jewish workers in general, and of...
dockers in particular. This chapter was written, therefore, almost entirely on the basis of primary archival material. However, a crucial imbalance in the primary sources should be noted. While Arab dockers were the majority during this formative period, most of the material found relates to Jewish porters and stevedores. In this sense the chapter, together with some other works in progress, serves as an initial phase in a larger project still to be undertaken.

Despite these limitations it should be noted that the sources on dock labour, albeit on Jewish ones, are very rich. Structural material, minute details of organisational problems, and perspectives of labour market behaviour are well founded. Qualitative material is more informative though, and quantitative data are either sparse, or to be handled with caution. All in all we were able to extract quite a clear picture of the labour market experiences of Jewish dockers. Much more research still has to be done in order to construct demographic and cultural aspects of daily lives. The actual richness of labour market sources, compared with all other aspects, reflects to our mind the centrality of labour market problems, and their political aspects. The extent of the impact of the economic-national complex on the availability of the sources should also be noted: the reason why the sources are so rich has to do with the political significance of the ports for Jewish political and Labour elites.

Based on primary sources, the chapter presents a historical approach that attempts to interweave social and political histories. Because of archival limitations emphasis is laid on the minority of Jewish dockers. However, the starting point of the discussion is imperial politics and the Arab-Israeli conflict. It is argued that the experience of dock labour cannot be understood without this political and conflictual contextualisation. The formation of dock labour, and development of working strategies was highly politicised, and cannot be detached from political events. These strategies were mostly an outcome of a learning process of the system of relations consisting of many forces developing in relation
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9 The main archives consulted were the Archives of the Labour Movement (The Laron Institute), hereafter cited as LA. The main collections used were The Histadrut Executive. The Haifa Labour Council. The Tel Aviv Labour Council. The Histadrut's Department of Statistics, and Personal Collections. At the Israel State Archives (ISA) the main collection consulted was The Colonial Office collection. Extensive use was made of the Haifa Labour Council, Annual Reports, 1923-1934 (H). The main Hebrew newspapers consulted were: Davar, 1920s to 1940s; Ha-Aretz, 1920s to 1930s; Ha-Poel Ha-Tsaar, 1910s to 1930s, and Yom, 1940s. Useful also were government sources: Mills, E., ed.), Census of Palestine, 1931, (Alexandria, 1933); Sikimn – Statistical Data of the Histadrut, 1930-1946 (H); Statistical Handbook of Palestine, 1929, (Jerusalem, 1930); Statistical Handbook of Middle Eastern Countries, 1945, (Tel Aviv, 1946); Statistical Abstract of Israel, 1949-1953 (H).
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10 For Labour and segregation see Shalev, Labour and the Political Economy, pp. 34-44; De Vries, 'Proletarianization'; Shafie, Land, Labour, chapter 3.


Zionism, Jewish immigration and the ‘import of Jewish capital were the second structural factor that transformed Palestine’s port activity. Before the British occupation of Palestine Jaffa’s and Haifa’s dock activity was the monopoly of a very small number of Arab contractors. Jewish immigration following the Balfour declaration brought about the growth of Jewish commercial activity, largely in reciprocal relations with British imperial activity, needing the ports for realising British imperial needs. The lack of any significant presence of Jewish dockers in the early 1920s meant that the increase in Jewish economic activity favoured first and foremost Arab porters and stevedores. However, with the growing association between private Jewish economic ventures and the Zionist project the role of the Jewish Zionist docker became important. Moreover, the fact that the ports turned into gates for incoming Jewish immigration, mainly from Eastern Europe, strengthened this national-economic complex, and the mutual dependence of Jewish private and Zionist national capital in Palestine’s port-economy. The various forces operating in the framework of the new Jewish urban settlement – the Zionist Movement, private capital and Jewish public companies – prepared the basic economic infrastructure for the entry of Jewish workers into the Jaffa and Haifa docks.

The impact of the Zionist factor on initial formation of a stratum of Jewish dockers was crucial also in another sense. Economic cycles of boom and depression, occurring within the Jewish sector of Palestine, had widespread implications for both Jewish and Arab dockers. Jewish import activities, particularly those of private capital decreased, and brought about a sharp increase of unemployment of all dockers. In many ways it was this economic aspect of British and Zionist presence in Palestine, and not only its political implications, which was often more influential on dock-formation and conditions of dock work.

Finally, during the period under discussion the evolution of the national conflict became a crucial influential factor on the formation of dock labour. In the first place the conflict influenced port activities. During the violent events of 1921 and 1929 in Jaffa and Haifa the docks became important military arenas. Smuggling of arms and munitions by Jewish defence forces, guided by the evolution of land transportation in Palestine, 1920–1947, Jerusalem Studies in Geography, 2, (1971); Shechori, The Dream; Smith, The Roots; Sekaky, Haifa; Bernstein, D., Expanding the Split Labor Market Theory: between and within sectors of the split labor market of Mandatory Palestine, Comparative Studies in Society and History, 28, (1996), pp. 259–262; Bernstein, Porters and stevedores, pp. 119–126.

Dock labour: some characteristics

Dockers in Palestine originated mainly from three sources: local Arabs, large groups of Arab (mainly Hawranies from Southern Syria) and Zionist-oriented Jewish immigrants, and specific Jewish portage and stevedoring groups (Greek and Polish in particular) who were purposefully brought over by the Zionist Organisation and Jewish Labour Movement in order to compete with Arab dock labour. These groups were not homogenous, and competition was widespread, both within the ranks of Arab dockers (Hawranies, Egyptians and locals), and between Ashkenazi and Sephardi Jews. As dock labour was formed in the context of pre-modern port technology, and a changing economy that initiated some technological advance, the main characteristic of dock labour was the physical capabilities and skill of the individual docker. Each docker, lighterman and stevedore was dependent on either an individual evaluation of his work or Twenty-Five Year Anniversary, pp. 165–69; Shapiro, A., Fatile Struggle: Hebrew Labour, 1929–1939, (Tel Aviv, 1977), ch. 2; Lockman, Comrades, ch. 5; Shaylan, The conquest of labour.
abilities, or on the advantages stemming from work in groups. The physical dimension was structured along familiar lines, such as carrying heavy loads, endurance of long working-hours at the docks under the blazing sun, or in the stuffy atmosphere of the ships or the warehouses. Often this influenced the ability of the individual to sustain long periods of work, and consequently the persistence of casual work at the docks. This was accentuated by national divisions, as the majority of Jewish dockers could less sustain the hard physical work, the low wages and the long working hours.\(^{16}\)

The seasonal character of dock work eased the weight of this problem, but not in any significant measure. Likewise certain technological improvement, introduced by Jewish dockers in order to overcome their 'work inferiority', did not bring about any meaningful change in the relative share of Arabs and Jews at the docks. In Haifa for example the increase in Jewish employment in harbour works increased from 10 per cent in 1933 (at the opening of the port) to more than 50 per cent in 1939 mainly due to changing political circumstances (the 1936–39 Arab Rebellion). The experience at the Tel Aviv docks was somewhat different because of the dominant presence of Jewish dockers. Here the main limitation on Jewish work-persistence were working conditions and technological backwardness. The weakness of the Jewish Labour Movement to affect a limitation on the market was evident from the start. For these reasons the role of the characteristics of the dockers themselves were no less crucial for these entry attempts. The whole project of attempting to set a Jewish stronghold at the docks was largely influenced by these characteristics.

Consequently group work and group solidarity, even family ties, especially among incoming Jewish Thessaloniki stevedores, developed into a major feature of portering and stevedoring. The high status of the powerful and skillful individual was dependent on his position in the dockers' group or recruiting-gang. The small groups of lightermen setting out to unload the ships, the stevedores handing over to the porters at the docks the cargo materials, and the warehouse workers - all developed various forms of group-work and solidarity that affected the performance of work and social relations at the docks. This group culture was crucial for the survival of the individual docker in the dock labour-market. It affected his chances of entry to the market, his position vis-a-vis the contractor, his re-employment across seasonal work or economic cycles, and his ability to endure the tough working conditions. Moreover, because of the labour-market

\(^{20}\) LA-250-72–1-1831, Twenty-Five Year Anniversay, pp. 78–100

Dockers in town society

At the present state of research it is difficult to outline the reciprocal impact of dock labour on the port-towns, and town society on dock labour. However we should bear in mind that in all three cases under discussion the town-communities were relatively small, and any economic or political change was bound to affect the community at large.

While the British Government was closely involved in port economic activity it almost totally abstained from interfering with labour relations. The British remained from labour legislation having little to do with the whole labour force, but it impinged significantly on the dockers themselves. Labour conditions in the port reflected this abstention, as did the total control of indirect employment through contractors. For this reason, and for the political structure of Palestine, we should pay attention to political relationships in each sector separately. Because of archival imbalance more is said on the Jewish sector.

The first aspect that should be mentioned is the importance of the docks for political relations in the towns. In Jaffa in 1921 and 1929 dockers were instrumental the supply of arms for the warring groups. During the 1936–39 Arab rebellion dockers took an important part in shutting down the port. The construction of the Tel Aviv port in the mid-1930s was directly influenced by events at the Jaffa docks. Furthermore, the number of Jewish dockers employed in Haifa at the end of the 1920 was a function of the political power of the Jews in the town, and of the ability of the local Labour Council to harness the Histadrut to exert pressure on the British Government. However we should pay attention to the fact that at the beginning of the Arab rebellion in 1936 the Haifa port was not shut down for Arab fear of loss of workplaces, but for two other reasons: the British presence (stemming from Haifa’s importance for the Empire), and certain cooperation and solidarity emerging between veteran Arab and Jewish dockers. In this sense dockers’ experience at the ports reflected differences of politics and social make-up between Jaffa and Haifa.

The second aspect related to internal politics of the two national sectors. The Muslim majority of Arab dockers, employed and controlled by Christian commercial elites and a small number of Muslim contractors, suffered from harsh labour conditions partly due to the weakness of the Muslims in the politics of Jaffa and Haifa. In the Jewish sector in Haifa the Histadrut was very influential but could not succeed in convincing Jewish merchants and contractors to prefer Jewish dockers over Arabs. While Jewish dockers were instrumental in military activities, specifically during the 1921 and 1929 riots, this instrumentality was not reflected in any consequent economic advantages. Furthermore, it raised British suspicions, and it created on-the-spot tensions between Arab and Jewish stevedores closely acquainted with each other because of joint experiences at work. This relative weakness of influence of dock labour over town-society was

well reflected in the fact that Jaffa and Haifa were more identified as immigration gates, and immigrants’ centers, than as port cities. Haifa to some extent was different, but still its renown as a centre of heavy industry had the upper hand.25

As unemployment in Palestine was generally chronic, interrupted only twice during the period under discussion (during the economic booms of 1924–25 and 1932–34), the docks served as outlets for many unemployed immigrants and workers. In certain years the pressure of the unemployed on dock work supply was reflected in the integration of many workers, unskilled in dock work, in the ports. In itself this pressure allowed employers to keep wages down, and not to respond to demands for improvement of working conditions. On the other hand the seasonal and cyclical nature of dock work brought many Arab and Jewish porters and stevedores to search for alternative work in the inner town economy. The casual nature of dock work was well reflected in this short-time passages from the docks to construction, street cleaning and agricultural work outside the towns. In both cases of labour pressures on the dock economy, and on the town economy, the separation of the former from the latter was largely impossible, thus exposing the dock’s ‘wage and condition levels to those of the urban economy at large. Furthermore, the passage of dockers from one Palestinian port to another was part of a larger mobility pattern characterising Palestine’s workers generally. This mobility, stemming from the economic incapacity of the port-towns to employ the growing labour force, and absorb incoming immigration, was one of the factors integrating Palestine’s labour market as a whole. The economic role of the ports for the country’s economy, the political influence of events at one port on the other, and the dockers’ participation in intra-town mobility, made dock labour an important factor in this integration.26

The fourth aspect refers to the culture of work and particularly to Zionist ideology. If any impact of dock labour on society in general was recorded at all it concerned the metaphorical role of the physical dimension of dock work on Zionist ideological thinking. The incapacity of Jewish workers to enter, in significant numbers, the dock labour-market was a mere validation of the difficulties of the inversion of the social pyramid and of productivisation enshrined in the tenets of Labour-Zionism. Any entry was thus perceived as an heroic realisation of a larger social project, a conquest, a crucial aspect of building a ‘healthy nation’ of workers. No wonder therefore that in Histadrut circles the most favoured candidates among organised Jewish workers to carry out this mission were loyal members of Kibbutz groupings, who worked in the urban sector, young workers who could sustain hard physical work, and particular types of Jewish immigrants equipped with the tradition of dock work before their immigration to Palestine. However, it should be emphasised that skill and physical ability were not enough. The sources reveal a tendency of cultural paternalism directed at many Sepharadi-

25 Slutski, From Defence, p. 451; Dekel, The Heroic Stories, p. 51; Smith, The Roots, ch. 7; Seikaly, Haifa, ch. 11.

26 Twenty-Five Year Anniversary, pp. 80 and 218; De Vries, D., Idealism and Bureaucracy in the 1920s: The Origins of 'Red Haifa', (Tel Aviv, 1999, H.).
Patterns of collective action

The analysis of collective action among dockers during the British Mandate is closely connected with the economic and social patterns of the political contextualisation outlined above. The point of departure for such analysis is the inferiority of Jewish dockers in the dock labour market. This inferiority characterised the two formative decades under discussion, but should be understood as a part of a learning process in which various strategies to cope with this inferiority were attempted. The following discussion attempts to analyse these strategies thematically.

It should be emphasised first that the inferiority of the Jewish dockers consisted of various elements. Arab dock labour was generally cheaper for all the employers working at the docks. The British employers in the construction of railroads, and in the Customs department, themselves working mostly through Arab contractors, generally preferred cheap Arab labour in order to minimise labour cost, and to prevent any tackling with organised labour that might have pressed for demands for improvement of labour conditions. Arab employers and contractors preferred Arab porters and stevedores for the same reasons, but added to it their opposition to working with Zionist-oriented workers. Jewish merchants and contractors showed some signs of support for Zionist causes, such as absorption of Jewish immigration through employing Jewish dockers; but because of their own economic weakness they generally preferred the Arab worker. In terms of the general employment pattern an interesting alliance was in the making during this period in which politically different employers practised a common policy of minimisation of labour costs which usually meant abstention from employing Jews.29

However, it should be remembered that this structural inferiority of the Jewish docker could not have developed without the participation of the Jewish dockers themselves. Only a minority of Jewish dockers were willing to engage themselves, except during periods of severe economic downturn and high unemployment, in kinds of work which demanded such physical effort, which promised only low pay, and in which the possibilities of improving working conditions were minimal. This minority attempted to get absorbed in dock work spontaneously through reduction of their cost to the employers, and even through independent organisation in piece-work labour groupings. These attempts succeeded only partially. In an indirect way, therefore, the majority Jewish dockers joined this unwritten alliance between the various employers in the persistence of their own market inferiority.30

Against this background it is possible to understand the centrality of the Histadrut in patterns of collective action in the dock labour market. Since its creation at the end of 1920 by workers’ political parties, and supported by the Zionist Movement, the Histadrut – the organisational expression of the Jewish Labour Movement in Palestine – patterned its policies and actions in the labour market on the notion of artificially limiting the market forces that determined the structural inferiority of the Jewish worker vis-a-vis his Arab counterpart (known as the Conquest of Labour strategy). Almost all the organisational structures and tools developed were oriented towards this cause, including the construction of Zionist-Socialist ideological tenets which purported to serve ideologically labour market practices. In each town a Labour Council was set up, working under direct political control, and assigned at constructing the tools to realise this policy. In the context of dock labour this meant working concurrently on internal and external fronts.31

The first attempts of the Histadrut to set a foot in porterage and stevedoring was through creating of closely disciplined groups of Jewish workers purported to obtain piece-work. The Labour Exchange in each Labour Council would attempt to approach Jewish merchants and contractors operating at the docks, and receive jobs for these groups. When succeeded these jobs were allocated to a group of porters or stevedores through a labour bureaucrat who received orders from the Secretariat of the Labour Council. At the same time attempts were made to persuade Jewish dockers to join in setting up local dockers’ unions that would be loyal to the Histadrut, and in which the organising of labour recruiting groups would take place. This policy of unisonisation, partly purposed to assure the dockers' performance of military roles, and based on work groups assigned with nationally-oriented economic roles, meant to assure the control of the Labour Council over jobs allocated to Jews. Even the attempts of the Histadrut to


unions. Arab dockers were carried out in the same orientation. As tension among Jewish workers, often on ethnic grounds, was sometimes greater than between Jews and Arabs, the role of the bureaucrat on the spot was to assure that loyal groups prevented the entry of spontaneous groups; and that work allocated was completed in the terms fixed by the contractors and the Labour Exchange. In practice this meant that any form of Jewish collective action at the docks was controlled 'from above', and that any sign of entry-attempts by unorganised labour or union enclosures practices were immediately taken care of.

In reality, this attempted system of collective organisation failed. Either because of employers' economic preferences, or because of the transgression of Jewish dockers. The story of dock labour of the 1920s and 1930s was in fact a story of the failure of the Labour Councils, particularly those operating in Jaffa and Haifa, to successfully limit the forces that determined the inferiority of the Jewish docker and the inner rivalry among Jewish dockers. Among the latter there were those who were willing to respond positively to the Histadrut, either because of their dependence on the Labour Exchanges for survival in the market, or because of political loyalty to Mapai, the party that dominated Labour and the Histadrut. This was clearly seen in the mid-1930s when the number of organised Jewish dockers (mainly porters and stevedores) more than doubled (from 909 in January 1933 to 2116 in 1937). But it seemed that the majority demurred that any co-operation with the Histadrut's bureaucracy would not limit their own freedom of action at the docks. These failures were a crucial factor in the persistence of the Arab domination of work at the ports, particularly of stevedoring.

Against this background it is possible to understand the unceasing attempts of the Histadrut to organise various spontaneous groups of Jewish dockers. These disciplinary measures, developed through the 1920s and early 1930s into a cultural system, in which Jewish dockers and Histadrut organisers were negotiating questions of freedom of action, militancy and organisational and political loyalty. The internal arbitration tribunals of the Histadrut at each Labour Council, known as Members' or Comrades' Justice Courts, and the meetings of the Labour Exchanges, became the arenas where the fate of the Jewish dockers was to be decided upon. Extreme measures were attempted, such as favoring loyal Kibbutz groupings, ousting rebellious members from the Histadrut (particularly Communists), or violently preventing them from entering the ports. However, these measures were less effective than the daily negotiations with, and attempted on-the-spot organisation of the dockers who resisted social control. It is from these unceasing negotiations that we could learn not only of the extent of the failure of the Histadrut to effect its attempted influence on dock labour, but also on the central role played by these negotiations in the making of dock culture. Negotiated order was central to this culture no less than the nature and characteristics of dock work itself.

In the light of this organisational weakness any collective organisation initiated by the Histadrut's Labour Councils and Labour Exchanges was thus bound to include a series of attempts to influence the dock-market involving forces outside the organisation itself. Four aspects are emphasised. The first external front was the British Government. The Labour Councils initiated a series of pressures on the Government through higher political channels. The leadership of the Histadrut was asked to put pressure on the leadership of the Zionist movement in order to negotiate with British authorities over allocating dock work to Jews, particularly in early 1930s Haifa. In each port-town the Labour Councils tried to mobilise Jewish political and municipal establishments to exert influence over local British officials. This pattern of collective action was not particular to dock work, but it seems that because of the importance of the ports and the docks for the British authorities dock labour was high on the list of intended pressures.

In many instances the fate of Jewish dockers, and the proportion of Jewish and Arab dockers at one port, was decided politically far beyond the docks. These pressures were often unfruitful. For British officials any political preference for Jewish dockers (at the Customs warehouses for instance) could mean either increasing the cost of dock work for the British tax-payer, or enraging Arab political elites who opposed Zionist influence over Arab-dominated labour markets. This political failure of the Histadrut was one of the causes for the ambivalent loyalty of Jewish dockers towards organisational and collective action by the Histadrut.

The second issue which necessitated collectively-led action in the dock labour-market was to bypass the inferiority of the Jews in the docks through, what can be described as, creation of the desired docker. This policy was part of the general scheme of the Jewish Labour Movement in Palestine to create a working class, a social basis that could bring about the realisation of Labour Zionism. In terms specific to dock work it meant, first of all, the training of Jewish workers to dock work. Such training could have been operated only through the Kibbutz groupings loyal to the Histadrut, who were willing to enter physically hard and low-paid dock work. Such attempts characterised particularly the periods when all other attempts at introducing Jewish work into the docks failed.

---

33 On Tel Aviv see LA-250-72–1-1832–b; the number of workers at the Haifa port (during season) in 1932 was 578, only 38% of them Jews. In 1936 the number rose to 2300, 478 of them Jews. In 1939 the number of workers was the same, 2300, but the number of the Jews increased to 1300. See LA-208–1-788–b; LA-250-72–1-319; The Histadrut in Haifa, Statistical Handbook, 1947.
34 LA-250-72–1-618; LA-250-72–1-619; LA-250-72–1-663; Ben-Avraham, What is Going On in the Port of Tel Aviv, (Tel Aviv, 1938); Bilesky, In Creation, chapter 8.
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35 LA-250-72–1-618; LA-250-72–1-619; LA-250-72–1-663; LA-72–1-1392; Ben-Avraham, What is Going On.
36 LA-208–1-321; LA-208–1-608; LA-208–1-615; Smith, The Roots, pp. 155–159; Sckalous, Haifa, ch. 4; 11.
37 Stein, S., 'The struggle over the building of the port of Haifa during the British Mandate', Cathedra, 21 (1981); H.; Fine, 'Imperial and Local'; Smith, The Roots, chapter 7; De Vries, Ideology and Bureaucracy.
38 LA-250-72–1-1192; LA-250-72–1-1392; Hayma, Telling Ships; Studni, 'The Salomka ief'.
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Furthermore, this constructive policy dictated ‘importing’ to Palestine suitable Jewish porters and stevedores from the Jewish Diaspora. This turn to an external reservoir of Jewish labour force in order to exert an influence on a local labour market was particular to this economic sector. The most obvious location was Thessaloniki, Greece, where a community of Jewish dockers was developing since the beginning of the twentieth century. The episode of the bringing to Palestine Thessaloniki Jewish porters and stevedores in the early 1930s should be understood as a continuation of the Histadrut traditional policy of selective Jewish immigration oriented towards the creation of a Jewish working class and a desired character of a Jewish hand-labour worker. This policy, moulded already in the early 1920s, was operated through Zionist immigration centres in various locations in the Jewish diaspora.39

In the case of Greece an assertive approach was undertaken. The secretary of the Haifa Labour Council, himself an old-time labour organiser at Haifa’s docks, was sent to Thessaloniki to pre-select Jewish dockers for immigration and settlement in Haifa. These immigrants were supposed to enter dock work through the system of the Labour Exchange, and set a challenge to this Arab-dominated work-place. Some 400 Thessaloniki families were brought over to Haifa, financed by the Zionist movement and absorbed in the Haifa workers’ community which was organised around the Labour Council. The men were efficiently placed in portage and stevedoring, and it seemed that a new phase of Jewish presence at Haifa’s dock began, in which the local Labour Council artificially interfered with selection and entry processes at the docks.40

However within a short period some of the ‘imported’ Salonica dockers left the docks. Some realised that Haifa’s town economy could better sustain them for longer periods; others protested against Ashkenazi paternalism and the lack of Histadrut backing promised in the first place. Individual Salonica dockers also attempted setting up contracting port firms and began to identify themselves as employers. The attempts to prevent what was considered at the time as an abdication failed, and alternative efforts were exerted to bring over other skilled dockers. The episode reflected the weakness of the Histadrut to effect its policy, backed by the Zionist organisation of the Jewish Agency, to artificially change the market realities at the port.41

The third type of attempt to influence the dock labour-market was rapprochement with Jewish employers. This alliance policy, featuring particularly in the portage of oranges export, was characteristic of the nationally-oriented Jewish Labour Movement. The Labour Councils approached Jewish merchants, construction builders and fruit companies, and attempted to convince them, on national grounds, to prefer Jewish porters and stevedores over Arabs. Jewish contractors at the docks, working either for the British Customs Department or for those Jewish employers, were approached by Labour bureaucrats on the ground in order to convince them to introduce more Jewish porters into their piece-works. These approaches often took the form of alliances in which the Labour Council, backed by the Histadrut, promised contractors either to ‘subsidise’ differences in cost, through responsibility and control of the docks, or to co-operate on municipal and national matters, such as the military security of the Jewish settlement.42

In many cases these approaches concealed an informal understanding regarding restraint of potential labour militancy, and thus were not always favoured by the rank-and-file dockers. However, it should be emphasised that on the whole the docks only seldom saw large-scale militancy. This could be explained by the seasonal nature of dock work, the fragmentary social make-up of the dockers, the weakness of organisation, and the general fear of the British authorities. Specifically on the Jewish side the attenuation of dockers’ collective struggles was closely connected with the national roles assigned to them, such as the smuggling of arms and munitions for the Jewish settlement, and provision of goods and food in times of national tension. This cross-class Jewish alliance also impeded cross-national class solidarity among Arab and Jewish dockers, and determined the overriding weight of Zionist-nationalism in the Jewish workers’ work culture.43

The fourth and final aspect of collective action was the most problematic of all, namely bi-national co-operation. Similar to the matters discussed above the ideas and practice of such co-operation were based both on work experiences and on ideological perspectives formulated by Jewish Labour leaders beyond the docks. Labour Leftists even advanced the idea of Arab-Jewish dockers’ co-operation in combating competition from incoming Hawrani workers. In general however, as much as the experience of co-operation was perceived in some sectors of the Histadrut as a meaningful political option, it was short-lived, lacked a significant social basis, and turned into a politically manipulative venture to assure a certain Jewish labour-market influence.

One form of co-operation was between the dockers themselves. Sometimes dockers’ groups intermingled, exchanged information and technological know-how. At other times Jewish dockers sympathised with striking Arab dockers, as in the case of the Arab lightermen strike of 1932. In Haifa and in Jaffa serious attempts were made by Labour Council’s leaders to establish union co-operation in the framework of what was called at the time The Alliance of the Workers of Palestine. Ran by the Histadrut, and directed more to co-opt the Arabs at the docks, the project was short-lived and demonstrated more the limitation of such action than its potential merits. While some Arab dockers responded positively to the Histadrut’s attempts at co-operation, the majority quickly realised the extent

43 Dekel, The Heroic Stories; Avissar, The Jaffa Port, p. 18; De Vries, ‘Pretalitarianization’; Lockman, Comrades, chapter 5; for a later example see the 1951 strike in Eshtel, N., The Seamen Strike, (Tel Aviv, 1994, H).
of the advantages of such co-operation for the Jews, and rejected joint organization outright. The differences between Jaffa and Haifa were significant here. In Jaffa any form of dockers' cross-national co-operation was never viable, while in Haifa some short-term success could be demonstrated. The difference was reflected in 1936 when Arab dockers in Jaffa participated wholeheartedly in the Arab general strike, while in Haifa the port shut-down was prevented.\footnote{LA-208-1-668; LA-208-1-788-b; The Histadrut in Haifa, pp. 443-458; Dar, 'The Attempt': Lockman, Comrades, chs. 4-5.}

This was related also to the second form of co-operation, namely the joint economic venture of the Histadrut in Haifa and Arab individual contractors. Based on the monopoly of these individual contractors over Haifa's docks on the one hand, and the capacity of the local Labour Council to raise financial backing for Labour economic ventures on the other, such co-operation showed some signs of viable economic survival. However, the joint venture did not result in a deepening of association between porters and stevedores of the two nations. It seemed that in the context of political events and tensions of the late 1930s small-scale economic co-operation could not have been translated into any significant cross-national workers' solidarity.\footnote{LA-250-2-244; LA-208-1-788-b; LA-208-1-4489; Biletski, In Creation, chapter 8.}

Conclusions

The formation of dock labour in Palestine was therefore an economic and a social process closely integrated in political events and national conflict. Dockers' labour history in this sense was both a reflection of many patterns of the conflict, and an arena where the national conflict was evolving. The fact that market segregation, based as it was on Zionist and Histadrut conceptions of bypassing the problem of Jewish workers' market inferiority, was becoming impossible to realise, was however a specific feature of dock work and dock labour. For Arab dockers, under-represented in this chapter because of archival and historiographical reasons, the experiences of work and nationalism were more separate, thus allowing, so it seems, the development of an autonomous work-culture. The small-scale presence of Jewish dockers introduced some elements of national culture into this sector of the labour-market, but only to a minimal extent. Within the ranks of Jewish dockers, the weakness to enter in significant numbers into the port economy (except in Haifa), necessitated much stronger organisational and political interventions. These interventions were crucial for the formation of the Jewish docker, but their failure to exert large-scale impact on the larger framework of the economy of the ports were no less significant.

It is against this background that the political changes during the 1940s would become meaningful to the history of Palestine's dock labour. For Arab dockers the departure of British authorities, and the breakdown of the Arab-Palestinian community – following the 1948 war and the establishment of the state of Israel – politicised the dock labour experience. For Jewish dockers, who took an active part in this transformation, and who now enjoyed a certain solution to their labour-market inferiority, the dock labour experience would be gradually depoliticised. For them the way was now open for the creation of a dock labour culture, specifically connected to work itself and less to the experience of national labour-market competition. These changes thus require a separate scholarly treatment of the fate of dock labour in the new context of Israeli state formation.\footnote{The System of the Workers of Tel Aviv-Jaffa, 1948-1955, (Tel Aviv, 1957, H); Biletski, In Creation, chapter 6; Eshel, Z., The Haifa Port – From Hand-Labour to Advanced Technology, (Haifa, 1984, H), chs. 8-9.}
Table 11.1  Cargo movement: Jaffa, Tel Aviv and Haifa ports, 1933–39 (000s of tons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jaffa</th>
<th></th>
<th>Tel Aviv</th>
<th></th>
<th>Haifa</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unloading</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Unloading</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Unloading</td>
<td>Loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>401.4</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>486.8</td>
<td>121.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>589.2</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>402.3</td>
<td>171.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>787.3</td>
<td>138.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>135.5</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>756.7</td>
<td>165.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>152.4</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>698.4</td>
<td>294.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>147.8</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>502.8</td>
<td>291.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>153.9</td>
<td>161.8</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>653.2</td>
<td>343.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>